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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Introdution and bakground to e-Chroniles
A hronile is an extended aount, in prose or verse, of historial events,
sometimes inluding legendary material, presented in a hronologial order
and without authorial interpretation or omment. Due to advanes in sen-
sor proessing and storage tehnologies, there has been a transition from
human-reported alphanumeri reords to eletroni reords. e-Chroniles
are the hroniles whih are mediated either in the form of videos or photos
and sometimes even douments produed by the authors or others. The
term \e-Chroniles" refers to the olletion of all signiant media events
digitally reorded in various phases during the lifetime of organizations or
individuals or groups. e-Chroniles an be broadly ategorized into personal
e-Chroniles whih are the mediated olletions of personal lives and organi-
zational e-Chroniles whih are the mediated arhival reords of institutions
and orporations. Due to people's interest in remembering or gaining from
the past experienes and memories, personal e-Chroniles play a signiant
role in our life as well as in many aspets of soiety. Personal e-Chroniles,
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also known as family e-Chroniles are the media olletions onerning fam-
ily members apturing their life and events suh as wedding, birthday, on-
voation et. The reasons behind the sustained dynami growth of family
media olletions inlude-
1. Availability of tehnology that is needed for apturing and storing the
experienes,
2. Aordable ost of heaper digital ameras,
3. Minimal photographi or videographi skills needed by users.
In general, as stated by Kim et al. an e-Chronile system inludes following
aspets [32℄
1. Reording data using multiple sensors,
2. Supporting rih tags for aess and presentation of appropriate infor-
mation,
3. Providing aess to data at multiple levels of granularity and abstra-
tion.
In e-Chroniles, reording data using multiple sensors is an ongoing pro-
ess in most families. Indeed, researhers also have shown keen interest in
reording an individual's whole life and then mining the important events
[12, 14, 13℄. Thus the family e-Chronile needs to inlude support for rih
tags for aess, ategorization of media olletions into meaningful group-
ings and providing aess to these groupings via web at multiple levels of
granularity and abstrations using appropriate mehanisms. The tehnial
issues in family e-Chroniles inlude -
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1. Media apture and storage: With digital ameras, one an apture
media of good quality (e.g. 10 megapixels resolution) whih are sub-
sequently stored in its onboard memory or memory ard reader and
then downloaded to a digital media album that possibly resides on a
personal omputer. One transferred to a omputer, the images may
be viewed, proessed, or exported to multiple image le formats. In
olden days, using analog ameras, photos were aptured with lm rolls
and then proessed in a bath. The advantages of media aptured with
digital ameras over analog ameras inlude better resolution and easy
repliation of media. With the media aptured by analog amera, the
following diÆulties are inurred.
 it does not support easy making of multiple opies of media
 it does not have the ability to provide instant feedbak of apture
quality
2. Media annotation and representation: The stored digital images need
to be annotated whih is the extension of interpretation. Annotation
is a desriptive form of metadata that assists users in the reuse and
omposition of media. It helps to identify strutured information of the
resoure and makes data more manageable to identify and explore the
available resoures. Metadata makes media arhives more aessible
and failitates exible searhing.
3. Media querying: Posing the searh onstraints that ould help in eÆ-
ient searhing is a diÆult problem for large olletions.
4. Media retrieval: Media retrieval is the proess that enables users to
aess media resoures. Content-based retrieval is an entire area of
12
study devoted to this problem. How to engineer a system whih allows
multiple users to aess from the same olletion is hallenging in terms
of eÆieny.
5. Media presentation: Customizing the presentation through intuitive
interfaes thereby failitating aess of appropriate information to all
types of users. The key idea is to minimize information overload and
present only relevant information.
6. Media sharing: Sharing of media to multiple users aross dierent
loations via email, ftp et is onsidered a neessary feature nowadays.
7. Media seurity: Providing media at dierent aess levels for dierent
people at multiple levels of granularities is neessary. This is beause
dierent people have dierent trust levels established with the owner
of the ehroniles.
As Gray [15℄ has eluidated, we are on the verge of realizing Bush, Bab-
bage and Turing visions to develop a system that automatially organizes
indexes, digests, evaluates and summarizes information. It has been argued
that organization is a basi human need - \Even if improved searh means
we an always nd the information we need, we may ontinue to organize it
for other reasons inluding to support serendipitous browsing and provide
the satisfation of putting our things in order" [63℄.
Indeed, when there is large pile of photos, people prefer to see images that
seem interesting to them than to tediously searh and retrieve images based
on ontent based retrieval. For example, when people remember olletions,
they look into entire temporal luster of images, say a marriage event at some
time period, and at a step one level further, they prefer to see \interesting"
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images in that folder. However, the term interesting mentioned above varies
from person to person due to their individual interests, ontext, experienes
and preferenes.
1.2 Interestingness
Interestingness is the power of attrating or holding one's attention. Based
on one's intention, one will pay attention. Intention is an objetive or goal
a person is willing to aomplish. Usually, attention is driven by intention
whih in turn is driven by interestingness. Assuming that intention is related
to interestingness, we dene interestingness as an entity that arises from
1. interpretation and experiene,
2. surprise,
3. beauty,
4. aesthetis and
5. desirability.
The items 2,3,4 and 5 are based on how one interprets and his/her au-
mulation of experiene as embodied in the human ognition system. It an
be notied that not all types of attention are assoiated with interestingness
(refer gure 1.1).
As stated in [28℄, attention an be ategorized into following six types:
 Sensorial Attention: It refers to the attention towards objets that
makes reasonable sense to a person.
 Intelletual Attention: The attention towards represented objets that
is known to a person is alled as Intelletual attention.
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Figure 1.1: Types of attention (Soure: James [28℄)
 Immediate Attention: It is the attention that is drawn within short
time period.
 Derived Attention: When the topi or stimulus is interesting in itself,
its interest to assoiate with some other immediately interesting thing
is known as derived attention.
 Passive attention: It is the attention that arises from non-voluntary,
reex, eortless ation.
 Ative attention: The attention that arises from voluntary ation is
alled as ative attention. Intention is entral to onept of voluntary
ation [35℄.
In fat, this work is inspired by the fat that onsious ontrol of ations
would be possible if attention to intention is ombined as a single mehanism
[35℄. Attention is the proess of seletively onentrating on ertain parts of
the environment exlusive to others. Intention is the underlying spei pur-
pose that may lead to an ation in order to aomplish the goal. In fat, one
way of aomplishing intention ould be probably attending towards objets
of relevant type. The relationship between interestingness and attention an
be seen in gure 1.2. As one an see from gure 1.2, there exists relationship
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Figure 1.2: Relationship between Interestingness and Attention
between desirability, aesthetis, beauty and ative attention sine attention
is paid voluntarily. Similarly, sine surprise has the ability to make us at-
tend immediately, it is related to immediate attention. Also, sine sensorial
and intelletual attention arise from one's interpretation and thinking that
depends on one's bakground and experiene, interpretation and experiene
is related to sensorial and intelletual attention.
Sine interesting objets are often attended by human beings [28℄, now
we would provide a brief introdution to the phenomenon of attention in
setion 1.2.1.
1.2.1 Attention
Attention is the ognitive proess in whih a person onentrates on some
features of the environment to the relative exlusion of the others. It an also
be explained as the neurobiologial oneption (i.e onentration of mental
powers) upon an objet by lose or areful observing or listening [39, 40℄.
Aording to [28℄, \it is viewed as the taking possession by the mind in lear
and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible ob-
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Figure 1.3: Human Brain (Soure: Edgington et al. [9℄)
jets or trains of thought...It implies withdrawal from some things in order
to deal eetively with others". The small part of inoming visual informa-
tion reahes short term memory and visual awareness providing the ability
to investigate losely [30℄. It has survival value to keep an eye on every
thing that is happening even if auray is lost. This trade-o is a part
of the phenomenon of attention [61℄. Attention in images is based on the
fat that real images often ontain vast areas of insigniant data from the
perspetive of ognition. Hene, if we an attend to the relevant parts, the
image an be interpreted more quikly using less resoures. The proess by
whih people attend objets based on their own interest is alled attention.
In general, what objet is attended to and where the attention is likely to
be is ontrolled by the ventral and dorsal pathway respetively [23℄. The
dorsal and ventral pathway of the human brain depiting its role in attention
proessing is shown in gure 1.3.
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Essentially, to nd what objet is attended to and where the atten-
tion likely to be, ltering and prioritizing the information is vital. This is
analagous to the nature to our human fovea, whih ats orresponding to a
partiular stimulus [23℄. The stimulus mentioned above refers to the ation
that aelerates a physiologial or psyhologial ativity or response.
In general, the two most ommonly used omputational models of atten-
tion are: -
 Bottom-up attention: It is based on the ombinations of low level
features whih inlude both oriented as well as non-oriented features
suh as olour, ontrast and orientation.
 Top-down attention: It involves task dependent proessing whih
generally requires some prior knowledge about the sene. In eet,
the user attention is guided by what he sees. These two models are
explained with spei examples in setion 2.1.1 and setion 2.1.2 re-
spetively.
Though interpretation varies from person to person (as disussed earlier), a
reasonable generi interpretation an be arrived at by studying how images
are pereived or interpreted in human brain. It an be used to alulate
the salieny regions from whih most attended regions an be found out.
Attended regions are the regions (parts) of an image whih attrat human
attention. The attended region needs to be determined on the basis of
either surprise/interestingness fator or the task at hand (refer setion 2.2).
If we know the attended region before hand, then we an adopt a top-down
approah.
It is also a hallenging problem to build visually appealing interfaes
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whih not only enable browsing and searhing, but also give better informa-
tion for the purpose of visualization, authoring, story telling and annotation
[7℄ based on user attention/interestingness.
1.3 Motivation
As olletions of images are growing even larger, tools are needed to eÆ-
iently manage, organize, and navigate through them. Reently, there has
been some pioneering researh in showing \interesting" images. For example,
Yahoo's Flikr [74℄ addresses this problem based on soial network analysis.
They make use of available web-based information as follows:
1. the number of times image has been viewed for the last 7 days and
2. the number of times it has been marked as favourite et.
The main motivation behind our researh is to nd \interesting" images
based on the image ontent rather than just soial network analysis. The
related CBIR (Content Based Information Retrieval) on one hand, in the top
down perspetive are based on low level features. In other words, their fous
is eÆiently utilizing the low-level visual ontent information. On the other
hand, in the bottom up perspetive, visual attention of images is omputed
by a salieny based approah. The salieny based approah is based on the
fat that human brain seletively attends to the information available to
human eyes due to its limited apaity to proess all the data pereived up
by 125 million photoreeptors in eah eye. This is also evident from oktail
eet. The oktail eet is the proess by whih human brain seletively
attends to a person's talk in a rowd of onversations.
Also, neurosientists and psyhologists have determined that attention
is driven by intention. This is based on the fat that interestingness varies
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from person to person in terms of age, gender, ultural bakground, ontext,
interpretation and experiene. Hene it would be better to nd the user's
need by diretly asking the user itself i.e top-down approah. Sine there is
a gap between low level visual feature information and high level semanti
information, it is still hallenging to build a system whih attempts to ap-
ture user interest that is dynamially evolving over time. This reveals that
when only the bottom-up approah is used, the real intent of user interest
might be lost sine only relative salieny is onsidered (refer to setion 2.1).
When only top-down approah is onsidered, information from the human
ognition system might be lost. These issues establish the need for a frame-
work whih potentially utilizes both bottom-up and top-down methodology.
This work is targeted towards nding interesting images based on user inter-
est and attention models. Thus, there is a strong ase for building a system
that:
1. needs to be exible enough to adaptively learn the environment with
respet to the ontext
2. utilizes attention information in order to apture user's interest.
An important aspet in visual attention is the omputation of attended re-
gions in an image [23℄. As said earlier, attended regions are the regions
(parts) of an image whih attrat human attention. To dene what are all
the attended regions utilising both bottom up and top down approah is a
researh issue nowadays. For example, onsider the problem of displaying
the most attended regions in a partiular mobile devie display [6℄. Here,
the key issue is showing the most attended regions in a higher resolution on
the provided display area. As said earlier, the real intent of user interest
should not be lost. The past experiene inlude the images that are viewed
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by user. Thus, the motivation is to show images that seem interesting to
user based on both bottom up approah (visual ognition system) and top
down approah (goal-oriented) while onsidering past experienes as well.
Also, the result of this set varies dynamially along with time and user's
interest.
1.4 Problem Statement and Sope
We assume that a user has an e-Chronile system whih has a olletion of
photos. Our problem is to nd \interesting" photos in the system using
the visual attention model suh that user interest (top-down) and visual
attention models (bottom-up) are onsidered. The user interest an be
known by asking the user himself/herself what seems interesting to user via
a relevane feedbak mehanism. The visual attention models are hosen
based on the objetive funtion whih in our ase is nding salieny/attended
regions aording to a spei goal. The goal is to nd images that seem
interesting to user. Though attention models are appliable to multimedia
types as video, image and audio, our sope is limited to visual image atten-
tion models in this researh work. Our problem is to form a framework to
identify the ommon attention samples that evolve dynamially based on
user interest.
The issues are:
1. how to dene interestingness for images
2. how to get the ommon attentive features of attended regions
3. how to apture interestingness that hanges dynamially
4. how to ombine the top down and bottom up approahes
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We provide a novel framework that integrates both top down and bot-
tom up approah while onsidering interestingness via relevane feed-
bak. The key funtionality of the system is its ability to adapt by learning
from the past experiene while preserving user interestingness depending
on the ontext of how user selet images in the environment. The key is-
sue is hoosing the attention models suh that interestingness attributes are
satised. In a summary, this is done by:
1. Feature extration from eah of the seleted images by attention model,
2. The term weights are revised aordingly based on the relevane feed-
bak provided by the user and then displayed images.
1.5 Overview of thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
In hapter 1, we provided a brief introdution to ehroniles and interest-
ingness of images with respet to attention. We also provided a broader
view of attention and its ategories in setion 1.2. We also explained the
motivation behind this researh work in setion 1.3. The problem statement
and sope of this researh work has been stated in setion 1.4.
In hapter 2, we provide the literature survey made on four key areas re-
lated to our work suh as visual attention models, interestingness, relevane
feedbak and non idential dupliate detetion. We provide disussion at
the end of survey on eah of the aformentioned key areas. Finally, we give
a general disussion of the inferenes made through this study. The state
of the art made on attention under three sub ategories suh as bottom-up
model, top-down model and hybrid model is presented in setion 2.1. The
various appliations of attention models have been summarized in setion
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2.1.4 followed by a disussion. The survey made on interestingness is pre-
sented in setion 2.2. We give a brief introdution to Itti-Koh salieny
method and Bayesian theory in setion 2.6 and setion 2.7. We present the
state of the art made on relevane feedbak models in setion 2.3.
In hapter 3, we explain the framework - attention based interestingness.
The overview of our framework is summarized in setion 3.1. We explain
salieny extration proess, non idential dupliate detetion and relevane
feedbak in setion 3.2, setion 3.3 and setion 3.4 respetively.
The experimental details and evaluation results (subjetive study and anal-
ysis) are disussed in hapter 4. In setion 4.1, we outline the software
struture and implementation platform followed by a brief desription about
system interfae in setion 4.2. The illustration of alulated salieny atten-
tion values is given in setion 4.3. In setion 4.4, we report the performane
speed of various methods involved in the system. In setion 4.5, we present
the user study results as a system evaluation proess. In setion 4.6, we
explain how SIFT aids in deteting non idential dupliates with sample
image pairs. The future work and onlusions are given in hapter 5. In
setion 5.1, we give a summary of the work. Reommendations for future
work are suggested in setion 5.2.
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Chapter 2
Related Works
This thesis desribes the use of RFB (Relevane FeedBak) based visual
attention model to show the user-spei interesting photos in a multimedia
ehronile. The key areas, that were reviewed before the start of this work
inlude:
1. Visual Attention models- To get a omprehensive knowledge about
the existing visual attention models.
2. Interestingness- After getting adequate knowledge from the existing
visual attention models, we studied interestingness whih is primarily
based on Bayesian Surprise theory [21℄.
3. Relevane Feedbak- We studied relevane feedbak from the per-
spetive of information retrieval whih is an eÆient ontrol meha-
nism to eliit users interest in order to ustomize the set of \interest-
ing" photos.
4. Non Idential Dupliate Detetion- We intend to inrease the
surprisingness by removing non idential dupliates while retaining
the intention of user.
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2.1 Visual Attention models
Attention is typially based on two major fats:
 Human beings do not pereive all things as equally important,
 Some objets have \pop - out" eet from the environment.
The exat loation of the attentional bottlenek is an issue due to limited
apaity information proessing apability of human brain [55℄.
Navalpakkam et al. have stated that the number of objets attended in
a human brain varies as follows [46℄:
 only one spatio-temporal struture an be represented at a time (a-
ording to oherene theory),
 three or four objets in visual short term memory,
 many number of attended objets in visual short term and long term
memory if attended objets are previously attended before.
Generally, the interesting part in an image is referred to as ROI (Region of
Interest). It an be determined either by using its low level feature informa-
tion or salieny information aording to human ognition system. Salieny
are of following two types [38℄:
1. self salieny : It refers to what determines how onspiuous a region
on its own with respet to olor, saturation, brightness and size,
2. relative salieny : It refers to how distintive the region appears
when there are regions of ompeting distintiveness in the neighbour-
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Figure 2.1: Attention Guidane Attributes (Soure: Wolfe et al. [70℄)
hood. In other words, how salient a region is relative to its surround-
ing.
The information obtained from low level features of an image and og-
nition based salieny map represents self salieny and relative salieny re-
spetively.
Wolfe et al. [70℄ have summarized the attributes that ould guide atten-
tion as shown in gure 2.1.
Now, we present existing attention models under three main ategories
namely, a) bottom-up , b) top-down and ) hybrid (bottom-up + top-down)
& undertake a detailed disussion about the most ommonly used model
known as the Itti-Koh attention model.
2.1.1 Bottom-Up model
The salieny map is onstruted through a bottom-up approah whih
is based on the ombinations of the low level features (whih inlude both
oriented as well as non-oriented) suh as olour, ontrast and orientation of
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the image itself. It an then be used in many appliations suh as deteting
surprising events/irregularities in video [2, 21℄. The term \salieny" refers
to the proess of laying emphasis on the areas of images that attrat high
visual attention. Salieny map exhibits the following properties:
1. It topographially enodes for onspiuity (or \salieny") at every lo-
ation in the visual input.
2. It predits subjetive human performane on a number of psyhophys-
ial tasks.
It is also found by Berg et al. that humans and monkeys follow same
type of bottom-up attentional mehanism [1℄. We note that the omputation
models suh as [2, 40, 68℄ are based on this purely bottom-up approah
methodology. While the salieny map of Ma et al. is based on the ontrast
alone, all the other models rely on multiple features suh as Contrast, Colour
and Orientation et [41℄.
By ombining multiple image features into a single topographial salieny
map, the attended loations are found. The authors dene attention at
three levels namely, attended view, attended areas and attended points.
The attended area is ompared and orrelated with the early seletion of the
human pereption. The loation of the attended area is found using fuzzy
growing algorithm based on the assumption that the attention is usually
direted towards the enter of the image. The stati salieny attention
model proposed by Ma et al. is based on the number of attended regions
and their position, size and brightness in salieny map [40℄. The brightness
information of the luminane omponent has signiant impat on the image
than that of the other two olor omponents sine eye has fairly little olor
sensitivity. This is one of the reasons it is pereived as attention model.
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More details about the model an be found in setion 3.2.1.
The authors further proposed an attention model whih is based on the
intuition that humans tend to pay more attention to the region near to the
enter of frame. A normalized Gaussian template is used to assign a weight
to the position of the salieny regions. Ma et al. [39℄ have also proposed a
more generi user attention model whih overs stati, motion, fae, amera
and linguisti attention models. Their approah is based on how viewers at-
tentions are attrated by motion, objet, audio and language while viewing
a video program. Sine they onsider multifarious streams, a linear ombi-
nation has been adopted as the fusion sheme.
However, in this researh work, we limit our sope to visual attention models
only. Chen et al. have adopted a similiar visual attention model for adapt-
ing images on small displays [6℄. The MPEG7 attention model has been
proposed by Wolf et al. that an be used for ranking images [69℄. One the
salient region is found, global interest value an be alulated that an be
used to organize image olletions and to prioritize data for further proess-
ing. The existing bottom-up based attention models are generi sine they
rely on the salieny map without a speied goal. The disadvantages of
the bottom-up models inlude the following:
1. They use the method rst and then exploit the solution. This means
that the approah may not be well suited for spei goal oriented
tasks.
2. Impliitly or expliitly, these models tend to adopt the low level hu-
man attention phenomenon without taking the semanti aspets
into aount.
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2.1.2 Top-Down Model
Top-down attention, also alled task dependent proessing model generally
requires some prior knowledge about the sene, for example, deteting and
lassifying the animals in the underwater video [9℄. We note that only [18℄
has adopted this approah purely. In fat, there are researh works whih
fall under both top-down as well as bottom-up ategories suh as [9, 11, 10,
20, 29, 45℄. However, we will briey look into the work of Navalpakkam et
al [45℄ in the perspetive of top-down approah as an example.
Navalpakkam et al. have aimed for a goal oriented attention guidane model
[45℄. Their approah is based on the task dependene graph suh as large
and small objets in whih one of the aims is to prune the searh area.
For example, if a person is searhing for a pen then it seems intuitively
reasonable to look for a ategory of small objets rather than large objets.
In fat, Navalpakkam et al. state that there is lot of evidene that our
human brain may adopt a need-based approah. A need-based approah is
one where only desired objets are quikly deteted in the sene, identied
and represented [46℄. Given that user needs to nd the interesting images
and the need based approah is adopted by human brain, we note that top-
down approah also plays vital role along with bottom-up approah.
The shared attention model whih is alled so beause of group has been
proposed by Matthew et al. for gaze imitation [18℄. The gaze imitation is
for example, infants as young as one year of age an follow the gaze of an
adult to determine the objet the adult is fousing on. Their methodology
onsists of nding the gaze vetors with bottom-up salieny maps of visual
senes to produe estimates (maximum a posteriori) of objets being looked
at by an observed instrutor. This is used for meeting indexing only and
typially appliable where a group of people gazing at a partiular objet.
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Table 2.1: A omparative table depiting the state of the art
Referene Attention Stream Methodology Appliation
Ma et al. [40℄ V
s
,M
d
,A,C,L B
U
Video summarization
Edgington et al. [9, 11, 10, 65℄ V
s
,M
d
B
U
,T
D
Detetion, lassiation
in underwater video
Wang et al. [68℄ V
s
,M
d
B
U
Surveillene
Homan et al. [18℄ V
s
T
D
Shared Imitation
Boiman et al. [2℄ V
s
,M
d
B
U
Irregularity in images, video
Navalpakkam et al. [45℄ V
s
B
U
,T
D
Goal oriented model
Hu et al. [20℄ V
s
B
U
,T
D
Image Transmission
Kankanhalli et al. [29℄ V
s
,M
d
B
U
,T
D
Sampling multimedia streams
Note: In the table 2.1, V,M,A,C,L represent the Visual, Motion, Audio, Camera and Linguisti attention model
respetively. B
U
, T
D
represent Bottom-Up and Top-Down methodology. The suÆx s and d denote nature of
the attention stream whether it is stati or dynami.
2.1.3 Hybrid: Bottom-Up + Top-Down Model
Hu et al. have stated that the visual attention is not only aeted by low
level features but also guided by high level information. Hene, it is likely to
onsider both the bottom-up as well as top-down methodology while form-
ing the attention [20℄.
Visual experiene depends on onvolution of bottom-up saliene and top-
down modulation speied by behavioral goals. The existing attention based
on both top-down and bottom-up attention models inlude [9, 11, 10, 20, 29,
45℄. Kankanhalli et al. have developed the experiential sampling tehnique,
whih is a goal oriented dynami attention model for multimedia streams.
This framework has been earlier applied to the problems of traÆ monitor-
ing, fae detetion and monologue detetion [29, 30℄.
This has signiant advantages due to:
1. its ability to use the prior experienes
2. its dynami nature.
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Table 2.2: A omparative table depiting the state of the art - interestingness
Referene Stream Methodology Appliation
Buttereld et al. [3, 73℄ visual Soial network analysis Flikr Interestingness
Wolf et al. [69℄ visual B
U
Ranking of images
Dubinko et al. [8℄ visual T
D
Interesting tags
Chen et al. [6℄ visual B
U
Display Image in mobile devies
2.1.4 Appliations of Attention models
It is found from the existing literature that visual attention models have
been deployed for a variety of appliations suh as:
1. Video summarization: Finding the signiant video frames using an
attention model and summarizing aordingly [39℄,
2. Detet Surprise events/irregularities in video: Finding the surprise
events [2, 24℄,
3. Real time surveillane video display with saliene: Using salieny map
for surveillene [68℄,
4. Image transmission: Sending the oarse version of the image rst [20℄,
5. Meeting Indexing : Estimating head pose gazing [18℄ and
6. Deteting Visual Events in Underwater Video: Finding visual events
using an bottom-up attention model [9, 11, 10℄.
Disussion: As it an be seen, in all of the above mentioned/ited appli-
ations, the bottom-up attention model has been used. This is also evident
from the table 2.1. In table 2.1, we provided a omparative table depit-
ing state of the art whih summarizes the researh work, type of attention
stream, the adopted methodology and its appliation.
A signiant amount of work [2, 9, 11, 10, 20, 45, 67℄ have been done on
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omputational models based on bottom-up methodology, in partiular Itti-
Koh salieny method. The brief details about Itti-Koh salieny method
has been explained in setion 2.6. We did a survey and found that atten-
tion is the better aid to semanti image understanding that an be used in
adaptive ontent delivery and region based image retrieval. Navalpakkam
et al. suggested the task dependeny graph methodology for goal oriented
task whih requires high level semanti understanding [45℄. Edgington and
Walther et al. proposed a neuromorphi salieny based model whih is based
on both bottom-up and top-down [65℄. However, their goal is just deteting
the moving objets in underwater video. The work whih is lose to our
intention of nding interesting images is [69℄. However, their methodology
is only based on bottom-up approah and does not onsider user spei
interest.
2.2 Interestingness
The patent by Buttereld et al. [3℄ desribes the use of ranking media objets
in determining interestingness through soial network analysis. In Flikr
[73℄, the notion of interestingness has been introdued to show the pitures
that are seen by the people at that instant depending on a sore based on the
ideas in [3℄. This sore is based on the soial network whih is a measure of
some ombination of how many times a piture has been viewed, how many
omments it has and how many times it has been tagged or marked as a
favorite. In partiular, Flikr interestingness is based on tags, omments,
annotations or favorites. It is noted that no attention based modeling or any
ontent based analysis has been done in Flikr's interestingness. MPEG-7
attention model whih is based on a bottom-up methodology approah has
been adopted by Wolf et al. to rank images [69℄. In [8℄, Dubinko et al. have
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attempted the problem of identifying most interesting tags over time. Their
denition of interestingness has the following properties [8℄:
 A more interesting objet during a partiular interval will our more
frequently within the interval, and less frequently outside the interval.
 A highly infrequent objet need not be the most interesting objet for
that time interval.
The most attended region of an image is found using bottom up methodology
and further used for display in mobile devies [6℄. Based on the fat that
people are interested in images whih ontains faes at the entre, Ma et al.
have proposed fae attention model [40℄. Atually, we have disussed this
in earlier setion also sine it is viewed as a attention model. It is also true
that people would also be interested in senes and hene we used the SIFT
method whih is better for deteting textured senes Mikolajzyk et al. [42℄.
The more details an be found in setion 2.9.
The reason for hoosing Ma group's Itti-Koh attention model is of two
fold as stated below:
1. Firstly, it makes use of neuromorphi based salieny information that
is inline with the human ognition system and
2. Seondly, the model uses a fat that human eye has fairly little olor
sensitivity than luminane omponent.
As it an be seen in equation 3.1, we use brightness information of the
salieny regions obtained from Itti-Koh salieny method desribed in se-
tion 3.2.1.
Also, the reasons for using fae based attention model as mentioned in
setion 3.2.2 is based on the fat that human tend to onentrate at the
entre portion of the image than towards the edge.
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A notion of \boring" video frames is developed by deteting whether or
not there is an interesting andidate objet for an animal present in a par-
tiular sequene of underwater video [9℄. This is determined by omparing
eah sanned loation of the salieny map with the events that are already
being traked. If it does not belong to any of these events, a new traker for
the deteted objet is initiated.
The existing researh work based on interestingness is summarized in table
2.2. Though interestingness is based on many attributes, we would desribe
surprise in a detailed manner sine we intend to perform non idential du-
pliate removal suh that surprise an be inreased while maintaining user
intention. Surprise is one of the attributes that triggers interest in human
beings. Aording to Itti et al., the key fator to our survival is surprise
whih is our ability to rapidly attend to, identify and learn from surprising
events, to deide our present and future ourses of ation [21℄. They state
that there would be usually no surprise from the data that does not hange
prior beliefs. More details about prior beliefs is provided at the end of this
setion. Now, we present three examples for surprise.
1. Even the most liked TV programs, when teleasted for long time,
beome boring.
2. The other example ould be, let us assume that there is more or less
some ontinuous movement on a busy freeway. Here, one is surprised
when there is no suh movement deteted at some time instant or
during some spei interval of time.
3. In our photo album, onsider the following senario where and how
surprise an be inreased. Suppose if a person is interested in some
ategory of photos in his mind, but in spite of many rounds of relevane
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feedbak proess (refer setion 2.3), if the system still shows totally
unrelated photos that is of not of the user's interest, then it is surpris-
ing. For example, if a user is seleting images related to sene based
photos, but if the system responds with totally unrelated images, then
it is surprising. However, assume that the user poses same query and
the system returns retrieved images. Now, within those retrieved im-
ages, surprise an be inreased by removing non idential dupliates.
In this ase, surprise an be inreased while the user intention is still
retained.
Finding the attended regions is primarily based on \wow" fator i.e., unit
of Bayesian surprise (refer to setion 2.7). The attentive level where to look
is based on the intermediate level that analyzes the ontent of the fovea
and the assoiative level that integrates the information in time (temporal).
This is similiar to people's tendeny to look bak into past experienes, at
temporal as well as attentive level. The fovea is a part of the eye whih has
high onentration of one ells that are responsible for olor vision in human
beings. Also, it is noted that sine fovea does not have rod ells, it is not
sensitive to dim lights. As seen in gure 1.3 earlier, neural ativity within
the area V4 of the human brain system also indexes the degree to whih a
stimulus within the neuron's RF expresses a target-dening feature reeting
attentional modulations inuened by the prior knowledge of target identity.
The two elements that are essential for a formal denition for surprise [21℄
are:
1. Surprise exists in the presene of unertainty and
2. Surprise is related to the expetations of the observer. (single synapse,
neuronal iruit, organism or omputer devie)
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Disussion: It is understood from the literature survey that there still
exists a need to develop a framework for dening interestingness suh that
both bottom-up and top-down approahes are adopted. To be spei, a
user's individual interest that varies from person to person need to be on-
sidered.
2.3 Relevane Feedbak:
In the ontext of image retrieval, the proess of seleting those images that
appear to be relevant to the query image is known as relevane feedbak. A
omprehensive review about relevane feedbak has been given in [77℄.
In general, it is better to use the relevane feedbak mehanism beause
of the following reasons: [77℄
1. More ambiguity arises when interpreting images than words
2. Judging a doument takes time while an image reveals its ontent
almost similar to a human observer.
It is found that relevane feedbak generally improves retrieval perfor-
mane by improving searh riteria in ontext of retrieval through user inter-
ation [62℄. The authors inferred that by using the relevane feedbak, the
auray is signiantly inreased about 6% to 30% in retrieval preision.
Pseudo relevane feedbak (PRF), also known as blind feedbak refers to a
methodology where instead of relying on the user to hoose the top k rele-
vant douments, the system simply assumes that its top-ranked douments
are relevant, and uses these douments to augment the query with a rele-
vane feedbak ranking algorithm. Yan et al. desribes PRF as the proess
of identifying potential positive and negative lass labels of unlabeled im-
ages in the olletion with aid of hints from the initial searh results [72℄.
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Yu et al. have used pseudo relevane feedbak for information retrieval [75℄.
The authors have explored the advantage of partitioning the web pages into
segments so that better expansion terms ould be seleted whih in turn
boost the retrieval performane. In spite of many works done using rele-
vane feedbak, we are interested in this approah beause we assume our
attended regions are analogous to segments in web pages.
Sine we are interested in showing photos by apturing user interest via rel-
evane feedbak in partiular pseudo relevane feedbak, we would disuss
it in setion 2.8.
The feedbak is in the form of questions by the user to obtain results. The
system learns from the training examples to ahieve improved performane
next round, iteratively if the user desires [77℄. To ahieve this, the authors
[75℄ have used VIPS (Vision based Page Segmentation) algorithm whih is
used for the purpose of seletion of query expansion terms in pseudo rele-
vane feedbak. Here, the query expansion is used to bring some relevant
douments missed in the initial round that an then be retrieved to inrease
the overall performane. The VIPS method depends on vision based ues
and DOM (Doument Objet Model). This is done for grouping semanti-
ally related ontent of webpage into a single segment for web proessing.
Disussion: Relevane Feedbak is widely used in ontent based image
retrieval. It has many advantages inluding failitation of top down method-
ology or goal based approah. It is found that most widely used formula for
query renement is Rohio formula [33℄.
2.4 Non-Idential Dupliate Detetion
Dupliate media ontent an exist beause of two reasons -
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 rst, for transoding purposes or for illegal opying of potential on-
tent;
 seond, the onsumers often shoot multiple photos and videos of the
same sene.
The problem of dupliate detetion in the rst ase is the problem of math-
ing exatly two similar media ontents, the solutions for whih have been
proposed using various digital signature / watermarking based methods [17℄.
In the seond ase, the dupliate detetion is performed by mathing two
media ontents whih are not exatly idential but almost similar (suh me-
dia are alled \non-idential dupliates."[26℄)
Disussion: We have earlier applied this tehnique to identify non
idential dupliates in video [64℄. The video is a sequene of frames that have
a high degree of temporal orrelation among them. Eah frame is an image in
the two-dimensional spatial plane. Sine image is analagous to video frames,
indeed it an be applied to our data set. Sine we assume that interestingness
is related to surprise and surprise originates from unertainty of data, our
idea is to inrease in surprise as well as Shannon entropy information loally
by removing non idential dupliates.
As said earlier, we would provide some bakground information about
eah of the methodology in upoming setions.
2.5 General Disussion
From our survey, to the best of our knowledge, it appears that so far no
attention modeling system has been done for the purpose of interestingness
in partiular for home based hroniles whih might be entered around peo-
ple, events, loations et. The interestingness needs to be dened preisely
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whih potentially should onsider the past experienes as well. Sine rele-
vane feedbak an apture the dynami attention and use past experienes,
a omputational model based on the relevane feedbak tehnique oupled
with interestingness would be useful. Also, it is noted that most of the visual
attention-based researh works suh as [2, 9, 11, 10, 20, 45, 67℄ are entered
around this model.
In a work by Ma et al. [39℄, the authors have used the above Itti-Koh
model to nd the stati salieny value of images whih an be used for suit-
able appliations. Further, the fae entri attention model has also been
proposed by them whih assumes that people are interested in images hav-
ing people at the entre. We have used and explained this model in setion
3.2.2. Sine people would also be interested in senes, we used SIFT method
whih is better for deteting textured senes Mikolajzyk et al. [42℄. We
have provided a brief introdution to the SIFT method in setion 2.9.
We also noted from the Bayesian surprise theory that by removing re-
dundant information, surprise an be inreased. We intend to make use of
this idea and inrease the surprise by removing the non idential dupliates.
2.6 The Itti-Koh Visual attention model
The pitorial representation of Itti-Koh salieny model is as shown in gure
2.2. The input image is subsampled into a dyadi Gaussian pyramid by
onvolution with a Gaussian lter [67℄. This an be learly understood from
the shemati diagram of Gaussian pyramid onstrution as shown in the
gure 2.3.
Eah level of the image pyramid is then deomposed into maps for Red-
Green (RG), Blue-Yellow (BY ), Intensity (I) and loal orientation (O). The
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intensity map is alulated as
M
I
=
(r + g + b)
3
(2.1)
Here dyadi denotes the pyramids with downsampling by a fator of 2 (de-
fault) and r; g; b denote the red, green and blue values of the olor image
respetively.
M
RG
=
(r   g)
max(r; g; b)
(2.2)
M
BY
=
b min(r; g)
max(r; g; b)
(2.3)
The enter surround feature maps obtained from all the above mentioned
hannels are summed using aross sale addition (point to point addition)
and the sums are normalized again.
F
l
= N(
4
=2

+4
s=+3
F
l;;s
)8l 2 L
I
[ L
C
[ L
O
(2.4)
where L
I
= fIg, L
C
= fRG;BY g and L
O
= f0
o
; 45
o
; 90
o
; 135
o
:g The aross
sale addition denoted by  represents the point to point addition followed
by redution of map to sale 4.  and s represent the enter and surround-
ing levels of respetive feature pyramids [66℄. N denotes the iterative non
linear normalization operator. Equation 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are also known as
onspiuity map for intensity(I), olor(C) and orientation(O) respetively.
C
C
= N(
X
l2L
C
F
l
) (2.5)
C
O
= N(
X
l2L
O
F
l
) (2.6)
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It an be seen that C
I
= F
l
(refer to equation 2.4).
Here C
I
, C
C
and C
O
represent the the onspiuity map for intensity,
olor and orientation respetively. This is followed by the ombination of all
onspiuity maps into a single salieny map (S) as follows:
S = 1=3
X
k2fI;C;Og
C
k
(2.7)
The loations in the salieny map ompete for the highest salieny value
by winner take all network to integrate and re neurons. The winning
loation (x
w
; y
w
) of this proess is attended to and the salieny map is in-
hibited within a given radius of (x
w
; y
w
). Itti-Koh model is suessful in
identifying the salient loation. The extent to whih the loation is salient is
attempted by Rutishauser et al. [56℄. The authors have provided an exten-
sion to the formal framework of Itti-Koh model, aiming objet reognition.
The overall brief desription of Itti-Koh model is summarized below:
1. Feature Extration: The visual features from the entire visual sene
are extrated parallely in several multisale feature maps. Feature
extration is ahieved through linear ltering for a given feature type
(example: intensity, olor, orientation et).
2. Center Surround Operation: The linear ltering is followed by a enter-
surround operation whih extrats loal spatial disontinuities for eah
feature type. The enter-surround dierene is determined by param-
eter basis (example: dyadi).
3. Supervised Learning : The importane of olor disontinuity over ori-
entation or intensity disontinuity or vie-versa is found by involv-
ing supervised learning using manually dened target regions (\binary
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target mask"). As stated in [22℄, the supervised learning proedure
is used when there is a need to detet spei targets. Eah feature
map is globally multiplied by a weighting fator. The nal input to
the salieny map is the point-wise sum of all feature maps. The learn-
ing proedure for the weight w() of a feature map  onsists of the
following:
(a) Compute the global maximum max
glob
and minimum min
glob
of
the feature map .
(b) Compute its maximummax
in
inside the manually outlined target
regions [22℄ and its maximum max
out
outside the target regions.
() Update the weight following an additive learning rule independent
of the map's dynami range: w()    w() + 
max
in
 max
out
max
glob
 min
glob
here  > 0 determines the learning speed. As said earlier, this
method is adopted if there is a needed to nd spei targets.
Only positive or zero weights are allowed. Here, max
in
and
max
out
are the maximum values inside and outside the manually
outlined target regions respetively. Also, max
glob
and min
glob
are the global maximum and global minimum values of the fea-
ture map respetively.
(d) The learning proedure promotes through an inrease in weights,
the partiipation to the salieny map of the feature maps whih
show higher peak ativity inside the target regions than outside.
This means that the priority is given preferably inside the target
regions and then try to nd the salieny objet.
As inhibition of return an be seen in the gure 2.2, it basially rep-
resents a brief (about 300 milliseonds) period of failitating the pro-
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essing at a loation where attention is direted at.
4. Maximum Detetor/WTA (Winner-Take-All Rule): After suh ombi-
nation is omputed, a maximum detetor selets the most salient loa-
tion in the salieny map and shifts attention towards it. The salieny
map is sequentially sanned in the order of dereasing salieny by fous
of attention whih is ahieved by the Winner-Take-All Rule (WTA)
that selets the most salient loation at any given time. Mozer et al.
desribes about WTA that the salieny units ompete with eah other
and the unit that is most ative will inhibit others [43℄. Also, only one
attentional unit is ative at a time - orresponding to the seletion of a
partiular loation. Then this loation is inhibited (suppressed) to al-
low the system to fous on the next most salient loation. Commonly,
the time period during whih attention is inhibited from returning
to the previously attended loation is alled as Inhibition of Return
(IOR). IOR usually lies in between 300 milliseonds and 3 seonds.
Whenever a portion of an image is attended, salieny region is in the
short term memory for the time mentioned as above.
Also, it is noted that Itti et al. have made a omparison of the following
feature ombination strategies for salieny based system [22℄ suh as
1. simple normalized summation,
2. linear ombination with learned weights,
3. global non linear normalization followed by summation and
4. loal non linear ompetition between salient loations.
It is stated that the above mentioned 3
rd
and 4
th
method yielded signiant
performane whereas 2
nd
one yielded poor generalization.
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2.7 Bayesian Surprise theory
We provide bakground information about Bayesian surprise theory, pro-
posed by Itti et al. [21℄ in order to show how surprise is primarily based
on the prior information a person or model possess. Based on the prior
probability, bakground of an information is known, say P (M)
M2<
over the
hypotheses or models M in a model spae <. The fundamental eet of a
new data distribution D on the observer is to hange the probability distri-
bution into the posterior distribution via Bayes theorem
8M 2 <; P (M=D) =
(P (D=M)  P (M))
P (D)
(2.8)
New data observation D arries no surprise if it leaves the observer beliefs
unaeted, i.e if the posterior is idential to the prior; onversely, D is sur-
prising if the posterior distribution resulting from observing D signiantly
diers from the prior distribution.
Surprise is dened by the average of log odd ratio
S(D;M) = KL((P (M)jD); P (M)) =
Z
M
P (M jD)log
P (M jD)  dM
P (M)
(2.9)
In the above equation, KL denotes (Kullbak-Leibler) divergene whih is
the distane measure between prior and posterior distribution. Itti et al.
have formulated a unit of surprise as \wow". The denition of wow is
provided as follows: wow is dened for a single model M as the amount of
surprise orresponding to a two-fold variation between P (M jD) and P (M),
i.e., as logP (M jD)=P (M) (with log taken in base 2).
The integration over model lass denotes the total number of \wows"
(refer setion 2.2) experiened onsidering all models.
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In the next setion, we present a pseudo relevane feedbak algorithm
used by Yu et al. [75℄.
2.8 Pseudo Relevane Feedbak Algorithm
The steps in VIPS (Visual based Page Segmentation) are as given below:
 Initial Retrieval: - An initial list of ranked web pages is obtained
by using any traditional information retrieval methods.
 Page Segmentation: - In this step, the VIPS algorithm is applied
to divide retrieved web pages into segments. After the vision-based
ontent struture is obtained, all the leaf nodes are extrated as seg-
ments. Sine it is very expensive to proess all retrieved web pages, a
few top pages are seleted for segmentation. The andidate segment
set is made up of these resulting segments.
 Segment Seletion: - This step hooses most relevant segments
from the andidate segment set. Some ranking methods [53℄ are used
to sort the andidate segments and the top (eg :20 ) segments are se-
leted for expansion term seletion in the next step.
 Expansion Term Seletion: - This approah is used to selet ex-
pansion terms. The dierene is that expansion terms are seleted
from the seleted segments instead of from the whole web pages. All
terms exept the original query terms in the seleted segments are
weighted aording to the following Term Seletion Value TSV:
TSV = w
(1)

r
R
(2.10)
where w(1) is the Robertson/Spark Jones weight; R is the number of
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seleted segments; and r is the number of segments whih ontain this
term. They have onsidered top 10 terms are seleted to expand the
original query.
 Final Retrieval: - The term weights for the expanded query are set
as the following: For original terms, the new weight is tf * 2 where
tf is its term frequeny in the query; For expansion terms, the new
weight is 1  
(n 1)
10
if the urrent term ranks n
th
in TSV rank. 10
terms are seleted to expand the query. The expanded query is used
to retrieve the data set again for the nal results.
Now, we disuss SIFT method in the next setion.
2.9 SIFT method
SIFT (Sale Invariant Feature Tehnique) has been proposed by Lowe [37℄ for
nding distintive feature points in an image. SIFT features whih have been
widely used in many objet reognition appliations, possess the following
properties:
 they are sale invariant
 they are resistant to translation, rotation and saling.
It maps an image data into sale-invariant oordinates relative to loal fea-
tures. In a paper by Mikolajzyk et al., it is found that senes are of two
types: strutured sene and textured sene. The authors have inferred that
SIFT is best for textured sene [42℄. Also, indoor environments often have
large homogeneous textured objets, suh as walls and furniture [36℄. Our
idea is that by apturing suh homogeneous textured images from images of
the whole dataset, interestingness might be aptured. Though it has been
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used widely in many objet reognition oriented appliations, we propose
one more appliation for nding user interest. The major steps in SIFT
method inlude the following [37℄:
1. Detetion and Loalization: The detetion and loalization of key-
points are done as follows:
 Sale-spae extrema detetion: The rst stage identify potential
interest points by using a Dierene of Gaussian (DOG) funtion
in the image sale spae.
 Keypoint loalisation: The loation and sale of eah andidate
point is determined and keypoints are seleted based on measures
of stability.
2. Orientation assignment: This is based on the major gradient diretion
around eah keypoint at the seleted sale.
3. Keypoint desriptor: A desriptor is generated for eah keypoint from
loal image gradients information at the sale found in step 2.
An important aspet of the algorithm is that it generates a large number of
features over a broad range of sales and loations. The number of features
generated is dependent on image size and ontent.
Thus, in this Chapter 2, we have explained the state of the art made on
 Attention models,
 Interestingness, and
 Non Idential Dupliate detetion.
Now, we would provide our framework / algorithm / tehnique for attention
based interestingness next in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Attention-based
Interestingness
This thesis proposes a novel framework for browsing interesting images in
the eChroniles Attention system. We shall start the disussion by desrib-
ing the typial user interation ow with the system. This is followed by
detailed desription of the framework and system arhiteture. In order
to provide better understanding of the system, we present the attention
and relevane feedbak algorithms in detail whih takes advantage of both
bottom-up attention as well as top-down (goal-based) methodologies.
Now, we would provide our overview of the framework for attention based
interestingness.
3.1 Overview of the Framework
Initially, the user selets images from the olletions that are displayed ran-
domly (refer gure 3.1,3.2). The images whih losely math the feature
values of the seleted images are displayed as the result set. From the result
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nding
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set of displayed images, the user is asked one again to selet images that are
interesting within this displayed set. The key issue is that user is allowed
to selet dierent images of her own interest repeatedly until the preise
interest of user is suintly aptured and she is able to view all the images
whih are of interest to her. To have a better understanding of the system,
graphial user interfae of the system is shown in gure 3.2. Our framework
onsists of three important omponents
1. Salieny Feature Extration proess: This part studies how people pro-
vide attention to images. The salieny attention values are arrived at
from four attention models, namely Itti-Koh based attention, Fae
entri based attention, SIFT based attention and Group based atten-
tion. (more details provided in setion 3.2.1 to 3.2.4). The reason for
hoosing Ma group's Itti-Koh attention model is of two fold as stated
below:
(a) Firstly, it makes use of neuromorphi based salieny information
that is inline with the human ognition system and
(b) Seondly, the model uses a fat that human eye has fairly little
olor sensitivity than luminane omponent.
As it an be seen in equation 3.1, we use brightness information of the
salieny regions obtained from Itti-Koh salieny method desribed in
setion 3.2.1.
Also, the reasons for using fae based attention model as mentioned in
setion 3.2.2 is based on the fat that human tend to onentrate at the
entre portion of the image than towards the edge. The group based
attention is based on the fat that people are interested in images that
ontain group of people.
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2. Query proessing and retrieval results: The query is formed from the
set of relevant images seleted by the user. The query is formed by the
feature vetor obtained from the seleted images. Based on the query
onstraints, the similiarity measure is done between the query ve-
tor (feature obtained from user seletion) against the entire database
feature vetor and the result is displayed. (more details provided in
setion 3.4)
3. Non Idential Dupliates Removal: This is a proess of removing non
idential dupliate images in the retrieved results. (for details refer to
setion 3.3)
The salieny feature extration undertakes the oine preproessing on
the image database to prepare it to provide the relevant information to the
relevane feedbak omponents. The omponent is the online omponent
whih identies ommon features aross seleted images and displays images
whih are most likely to be interesting to the user. We shall look at eah of
these three omponents in further detail in the following setions.
3.2 Salieny Feature Extration proess:
Salieny Feature extration is the important omponent of the framework
whih aids the system in identifying the important features of the vari-
ous images present in the database. This proess omprises four attention
methodologies.
3.2.1 Itti-Koh Based Attention
Eah image an be represented in YUV model where Y stands for the lu-
minane omponent (brightness) and U and V are the hrominane (olor)
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Figure 3.2: GUI of the system
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omponents. B
i;j
represents the luminane omponent at pixel (i; j)
th
po-
sition. The brightness information of the luminane omponent has more
impat on the image than that of the other two olor omponents sine the
eye has less olor sensitivity. This is one of the reasons it is pereived as
attention model.
The entre of Itti-Koh salieny region is found and a Gaussian template
is entered around mean of the frame and the weightage is given aordingly
as shown in equation 2.7. As explained in setion 2.6, a number of visual
ues are extrated from the sene by omputing the ue maps F
l
. The use
of ues is motivated by a study on primate visual systems. It uses two
hromati hannels that are inspired from human vision namely Red/Green
(RG) and Blue/Yellow (BY). Eah map F
l
is transformed in its onspiuity
map C
l
. Eah onspiuity map highlights the parts of the sene that po-
tentially diers aording to a spei ue, from their surroundings. Then,
the onspiuity maps are integrated together to form a salieny map S with
respet to the earlier mentioned equation 2.7. The detail steps to alulate
salieny value is given in algorithm given below.
Algorithm : Stati salieny
Input: Images Database
Output: Stati Salieny attention values
Method:
1. for all images in the database, obtain the salieny attention value  as
from equation 3.1.
 =
1
A
frame
N
X
k=1
X
i;j2R
k
B
i;j
 w
i;j
pos
(3.1)
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Aframe
is the area of the frame
k is an integer that denotes the number of salieny regions where
k : 1  > N
N denotes number of salieny regions in an image
i; j denotes the pixel position in salieny regions
B
i;j
denotes brightness of the pixels in salieny regions
R
k
denotes the salieny region
w
i;j
pos
is a normalized Gaussian template with the mean loated at en-
ter of the frame.
2. end
Now, we would disuss the fae based attention model in setion 3.2.2.
3.2.2 Fae Based Attention
To nd fae attention value, we adopt an approah as desribed in [40℄. The
fae is the salient region in an image and to be spei, the size and position
of a fae usually reet the importane of the fae. We used the OpenCV
fae detetor and obtained the fae information in eah image of the entire
dataset suh as number of faes, sizes and positions. A fae deteted on
sample image of our dataset with position weight is shown in gure 3.3. As
it an be learly seen from the formula and the gure 3.3 that if the fae is
deteted at the entre, then a full weightage of 1 is given (sine weightage
of the entre blok 8 is divided by 8). Based on where the entre of the fae
overlaps with the index of the blok, it is mutiplied with the orresponding
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Figure 3.3: Fae detetion and position weights
index weight, If the deteted fae entre is say within the 5
th
blok, then
the full weightage 1 is given. The intuitive idea is that if the fae is deteted
at the entre position, then more weightage is given omparitively to faes
deteted at other positions.
The detailed steps to alulate fae attention value is given in algorithm.
Algorithm : Fae Attention model
Input: Images Database
Output: Fae Attention values
Method:
1. for all images in the database, obtain fae attention value  as from
equation 3.2.
 =
N
X
k=1
A
k
A
frame

wpos
i
8
(3.2)
where A
k
denotes the size of k
th
fae in a frame
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Aframe
denotes the area of frame
wpos
i
is the weight of position dened in gure 3.3
i::[0; 8℄ is the index of position.
2. end
Now, we provide SIFT based attention algorithm in setion 3.2.3.
3.2.3 SIFT based attention
As disussed in setion 2.9, SIFT is onsidered to be useful in nding tex-
tured sene suh as walls and furniture [36℄. Our idea is that by apturing
suh homogeneous textured images from images of the whole dataset, inter-
estingness might be aptured. In other words, we an nd images similiar
to those seleted by the user and be able to display images whih are in-
teresting to him. We dene SIFT-based attention as the number of sale
invariant feature keypoints in an image.
Æ =
#S
A
frame
(3.3)
where A
frame
denotes area of the frame (image).
S is the number of SIFT points in an image. Now, we let us disuss group
based attention algorithm in setion 3.2.4.
3.2.4 Group based attention
We dene user's group-based attention  as the number of faes in an image.
The reason behind why we all it as attention is as follows :
 fae is the natural andidate that an guide features.
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 fae is onsidered as a probable non - attribute that guide attention
(refer gure 2.1).
 = (nf) (3.4)
where nf represents the number of faes in image. Thus as a whole, we
denote the obtained Itti-Koh attention value, fae attention value, number
of faes and number of SIFT points in an image as ; ; ; Æ respetively.
Thus as a whole, eah image is represented by the attention feature vetor
as
[; ; ; Æ℄
where  represents Itti-Koh attention value,  represents fae based
attention value,  represents number of faes in an image and Æ represents
number of SIFT points in an image. Now we would disuss about Non
Idential Dupliate Detetion in setion 3.3.
3.3 Non Idential Dupliate Detetion
This is yet another omponent of the framework whih helps in inreasing
the surprise while retaining the intention of the user. Now, we shall disuss
how non-idential dupliates are deteted using the SIFT method [37℄. Let
m
ij
be the number of math points between the images i and j, P
i
and P
j
be the number of key points found using SIFT method for the image i and
image j, respetively. Then, the similarity mathes between all the Image
pairs (I
i
; I
j
), 1  i  n
1
, 1  j  n
2
are obtained using the SIFT method
[37℄. As a result of this, we obtain a matrix M
ij
, 1  i  n
1
, 1  j  n
2
.
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The math sore M
ij
is omputed using the following equation -
M
ij
= 2
m
ij
P
i
+ P
j
(3.5)
Algorithm : Non Idential Dupliate Detetion
1. for all image pairs (I
i
; I
j
), 1  i  n
1
; 1  j  n
2
,
2. alulate similiarity math (NID metri) as follows: obtain a matrix
M
ij
, 1  i  n
1
; 1  j  n
2
M
ij
= 2
m
ij
P
i
+P
j
where m
ij
is the number
of math points between the image i and image j, P
i
and P
j
are the
number of key points in image i and j respetively.
3. end
Now, we shall disuss relevane feedbak mehanism used in our ehronile
attention system in setion 3.4.
3.4 Query Analysis and Retrieval (Relevane Feed-
bak)
This is an vital omponent whih helps to apture the user interest dy-
namially that evolves over time. We make a set of assumptions as given
below:
 A1 : That user selets images that have some ommon attributes
among them.
 A2 : That people might not selet all images that seem interesting to
them.
Attention Feature Extration: Initially, we proessed all of our im-
ages in the dataset and the set of attention features extrated from eah
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image aording to the attention models is stored in feature vetor format
as
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4



Æ
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
41
(3.6)
where  represents the Itti-Koh attention value,  represents the fae based
attention value,  represents the number of faes in an image and Æ represents
the number of SIFT points in an image.
The steps in our pseudo feedbak algorithm inlude:
1. Initial retrieval: Initially, a list of ranked photos an be obtained by
using any of the reasonable method. This, we have done by randomly
seleting photos from the database. Atually, from this set, the user
needs to selet the images that appear interesting to him.
2. User seletion: This step selets the most relevant attended images
from andidate image set seleted by user in the initial set as disussed
in step 1. Let i represents the index of the images in the database
where i = 1    n. Here n = 2023 where n is the total number of images
in the dataset. Let C be the number of images shown in the display
window. Here C = 30. Let R represent the relevant images (images
seleted by the user) and NR represent the non-relevant images that
are not seleted by the user. Then, jRj  jCj < jDj
where jRj, jNRj and jDj represents the ardinality of relevant images,
non relevant images and whole image database respetively. Then
jNRj = 30  jRj holds true sine we onsider 30 images for displaying
images in photo album interfae. Let us assume that query is posed
by the user at time instant t
1
, t
2
, t
3
, t
4
..t
n
respetively.
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3. Query Formulation: The rst results before any query are thirty
images, randomly seleted from the database of 2023 images. The
query is formulated as follows:
First retrieval: Let us assume that rst retrieval f
1
is obtained
from q
1
whih is the set of feature vetors obtained from user seleted
images. We represent q
1
as the ombination of the query terms suh
as
q
1
= q
t1
^ q
t2
^ q
t3
^ q
t4
(3.7)
Here ^ represents the AND operator. So, we an denote q
1
as the
ombination of query terms qt
1
, qt
2
, qt
3
and qt
4
.
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
qt
1
qt
2
qt
3
qt
4
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
t
=
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
min <  < max
min <  < max
  max
min < Æ < max
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
(3.8)
min andmax represent the minimum and maximum number of images
seleted by the user.
The rst retrieval that ours at time instant 1 is denoted by f
1
. For
the rst retrieval f
1
= q
1
. We an oneptually view the generalized
query q
1
as a ompound query whih is the omposition of 4 atomi
queries (qt
1
,qt
2
,qt
3
,qt
4
) .
Seond retrieval: Let the seond retrieval be denoted by f
2
that
happens at time instant 2. This is alulated as follows:
f
2
=  q
2
+ (1  ) f
1
(3.9)
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Now, q
2
represents the query formed from the set of images seleted
from f
1
. The user selets set of images (feedbak) and the feature
vetor values obtained orresponding to those seleted images at this
partiular time instant t
2
be represented by q
2
.
Third retrieval: The third retrieval f
3
at time instant t
3
is formed
from the set of displayed images f
2
.
Now,
f
3
=  q
3
+ (1  ) f
2
(3.10)
General feedbak retrieval: The general feedbak query for nal
retrieval at time instant t
n
an be represented as The query for n
th
retrieval denoted by q
n
is the query formed from the displayed images
of f
n 1
. The nal retrieval is
f
n
=  q
n
+ (1  ) f
n 1
(3.11)
where
n  2 (3.12)
In the ase where n = 1; f
1
= q
1
 represents the weightage given to the query term values at that time
instant. The number of images displayed on the interfae depends on
the the number of images whih meet the query onstraints. The rea-
son why we all it as pseudo relevane feedbak is that initial retrieval
is based on images that are seleted randomly where surprise is high.
This is in aordane with Bayesian theory. This is explained as fol-
lows: There is no redundant information in the initial retrieval whih
means that it is highly unlikely that there would be similar type of
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images in the rst round. However, as the relevane feedbak proess
goes on, the images are grouped together based on user seletion of
images. Sine we know from the Bayesian surprise theory that redun-
dant information arries no surprise, the surprise is high in the initial
retrieval.
The key idea is to x a bound from the initial user seletion and narrow
it down to apture the user's interest. The query renement is based
on giving mutual weightage to the minimum and maximum values of
the urrent and previous feedbak values. In this way, one an nd
the interesting images in minimal time. Sine we assume that people
selets images that have ommon attributes, we use the min and max
values of eah of the individual features in the images seleted by user
and use it for our further term reweighting. Based on the images
seleted, an initial query is formed from whih it is then rened based
on further seletion. The query mathing is done with the database
where the value meets the query onstraints and results are displayed.
One limitation of this approah is that user interest is dependent on
the initial set of random number of images displayed from whih he
selets the images. However, one has the option to hoose dierent
types of images until he is willing to attend and then followed by the
seletion suh that user interest an be narrowed down.
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Chapter 4
Implementation and
Results
In the preeding hapter, we disussed our framework. In this hapter,
we shall look into the implementation details and results. Preliminary
experiments have been performed on the dataset using the developed
system to analyze the quality, auray and eÆieny of our frame-
work in nding the interesting images. This is done by evaluation of
the results of our system by quantitative performane of eah adopted
method as well as for the whole system and qualitative subjetive
analysis through an user study. This analysis aims at investigating
the user's pereption on whether the system is able to meet quality
attributes or not.
Now we shall explain the implementation details with respet to soft-
ware struture of the system.
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Layer1: Application Layer 
Presentation, Interface Design, User selection 
Layer2: Function Layer 
Saliency Feature Extraction, Relevance Feedback,
Query formulation, Retrieval, Non Identical Duplicate 
Detection 
Layer3: Storage Layer 
        Picture Files :  Image dataset 
Figure 4.1: Software Struture of Ehroniles Attention System
4.1 Software struture
The software struture of the system onstitutes three layers suh as
appliation layer, funtion layer and storage layer as given in the dia-
gram 4.1.
(a) Appliation layer: It is onerned with interfae design issues,
presentation, results viewing and result seletion et.
(b) Funtion layer: It onstitutes three main funtional modules suh
as salieny feature extration, Relevane feedbak mehanism and
Non Idential Dupliate Detetion.
() Storage layer: It omprises the images related information (2023
images dataset).
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4.1.1 Implementation Platform
The appliation layer whih inludes GUI interfae design, presenta-
tion, results viewing and result seletion is implemented using ASP
(Ative Server Pages) and a VB Sript environment that ats as front-
end. As a bak-end tool for storage layer, we used MS Aess. The
platform is Windows, ASP (Ative Server Pages) and VB Sript en-
vironment as front-end and MS aess as bak end. We used Intel
Open CV (Visual C++ environment) for fae detetion, Matlab for
alulation of SIFT and salieny points of images.
Data-set: We olleted a data-set of 2023 images (a ombination of
personal olletions and downloaded pitures from Flikr) and we used
Pentium-IV 2.4 GHz with 512 MB RAM for our experiments.
4.2 Desription about interfae
We used ASP and designed a user interfae whih has a hek button
for eah of the images that are displayed initially as shown in gure
4.2. The hekbutton enables the user to selet any number of images
ranging from 1 to 30. The relevane feedbak will be initiated one
the user onrm the details returned by the system suh as how many
images that user has seleted et. The relevane feedbak modules
take are of query analysis and retrieval and return the set of images.
Then, the user an one again selet any number of images using whih
the system will extrat ommon attentive information, then proess
and display the new set of images based on the information extrated
from the seleted images. This proess is aomplished in an iterative
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manner until the user is satised with the returned results. The aim of
the system is to grasp the relevant information need from the user and
proess the salieny features in the database on user interest-basis.
To have a lear piture about our implementation interfae in the
initial round and further subsequent rounds, we provide the sreenshot
of our system at various time instants.
A. Fig 4.2 represents the sreenshot of the system in the time step 0
where 30 images are displayed initially from whih user is allowed to
selet images of his interest. Here, the user has seleted images 1 and
4. Then the system performs query analysis and retrieval after whih
the results are displayed at the seond stage.
B. The displayed results are shown in the gure 4.3. At this time step
1, it an be seen that user has seleted the images 2 and 4.
C. After the ompletion of query analysis and retrieval part, the results
are displayed by the system as shown in sreen shot refer gure 4.4.
Though the system GUI an display 30 images, only 10 images are
displayed in the sreenshot for visual larity purpose.
4.3 Experimental Results and Disussion
In this setion, we present our experimental results followed by a de-
tailed disussion how visual attention model along with relevane feed-
bak aids in improving the proess of apturing user interest.
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Figure 4.2: Ehroniles Attention system : Initial Round
Figure 4.3: Ehroniles Attention system : Seond Round
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Figure 4.4: Ehroniles Attention system : Third Round
Sample Image Index 
Attention 
values 
Figure 4.5: Attention value graph
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Table 4.1: Attention values for a sample of 10 images from our dataset
SampleImageIndex Image IV FA SIFT GV
(1) Building1.JPG 0.014029 0 0.0092 0
(2) Building2.JPG 0.134954 0 0.0183 0
(3) Building3.JPG 0.149079 0 0.0132 0
(4) Pradeepfamily.JPG 0.030523 0.190644 0.0042 0.4
(5) Pranjal.JPG 0.018136 0.403447 0.0116 0.6
(6) Akansha.JPG 0.028184 0.062493 0.0083 0.2
(7) Pranjalfriend.JPG 0.1184 0.012428 0.004 0.2
(8) Sene1.JPG 0.177858 0 0.0129 0
(9) Sene2.JPG 0.060937 0 0.0134 0
(10) Sene3.JPG 0.063202 0 0.009 0
4.3.1 Illustration of alulated salieny attention values
Now, we shall have a look at the alulated attention values for sample
images of the dataset (refer table 4.1) and have a disussion pertaining
to how eah of the attention features are useful in apturing user inter-
est. The attention values and images orresponding to peak attention
values an be seen in the graph (refer gure 4.5).
In the gure, IV represents Itti-Koh Stati Attention value, FA rep-
resents Fae Attention value, SIFT represents Sale Invariant Feature
value and GV represents Group Attention value. The following obser-
vations are made from the attention value graph.
The attention value graph is explained using 10 images that belong to
four groups. The purpose of the graph is to show the utility of eah of
the attention value features in identifying eah of these groups. The
SIFT based attention value as shown in yellow olor arrow represents
the images whih has textured senes suh as buildings. The fae
based attention value whih is shown in pink olor arrow represents
the images where the fae is in enter or more number of faes in
the enter. The group based attention value whih is shown by green
olor arrow represents the images with more number of faes ignoring
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whether the fae is at the enter or not. The Itti-Koh attention
value whih is shown in blue olor represents the images whih have
more brightness information in the salieny regions obtained through
Itti-Koh stati salieny attention model underlying human ognition
system.
It an be learly seen that SIFT attention value has its higher val-
ues entered around sene based images (suh as buildings). Indeed,
it works well for identifying user interest images related to textured
senes (refer gure 4.5, table 4.1).
The fae user attention model for Ma et al. works well to identify
the images where fae is at the entre underlying the hypothesis that
people often attend images where the fae is at entre. This is evident
from the images index 4,5,6 and 7. The ombination of SIFT and
Itti-Koh helps to nd the sene images (refer sample images index
8,9,10). The ombination of fae attention value and group attention
value help together to apture group images with people at entre (re-
fer image index 5). The SIFT points alone helps to apture textured
images suh as buildings (refer sample image index 2). The good and
bad examples of salieny map is shown in the gure 4.6. It an be no-
tied that the salieny map of images b, j, q seems not to be reasonable
though it is omputed based on Itti-Koh attention model.
Group based attention value is good enough to identify the group
images. (refer sample images index 5,4). So, as a whole it an be
learly seen that eah of these features help together to apture interest
via a relevane feedbak. In this way we use both bottom up as well
as top down methodology. Now let us provide the illustration of eah
of attention feature extration with an example.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
(m) (n) (o) (p)
(q) (r) (s) (t)
Figure 4.6: Salieny plotted on Sample Images Dataset
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(a) Image : AkanshaPranjal.jpg
color conspicuity map Intensity conspicuity map
Orientation  conspicuity map Saliency map 
(b) Color, Intensity and Orientation Map, Saliency Map
Figure 4.7: Example Salieny map
4.3.2 Illustration of attention feature extration with
examples
Here we would take an example image as shown in gure 4.7. We used
stati salieny method to nd the salieny map (refer gure 4.7(a))
whih is the ombination of olor, ontrast and orientation map (refer
gure 4.7(b)). The area of the salieny region is alulated and bright-
ness information for the salieny region is found. So ultimately this
method will help to nd the images whih has the salieny region with
more brightness information. This is based on the fat that people
will attend more towards the region whih has brightness information
aording to human ognition system and Ma attention model.[39℄
The salieny map an be seen as shown in the gure 4.7(b). For
the above example, the obtained Itti-Koh stati attention value is
0.030158388. The fae attention value for the sample gure 4.10 is
0.062492672. The entre of the deteted fae is found and multiplied
with the orresponding index of position (0:8) as seen in earlier gure
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3.3. The idea is that if the fae is at the entre, then the weightage
is given more. This is atually a normalized Gaussian template with
mean entered around the area of the frame. If the number of faes
is more than 2, then the individual weights are onsidered. The SIFT
attention value of the image shown in gure 4.12 is 0.0081. The group
attention value of the image shown in gure 4.11 is 0.6. The attention
value takes the maximum value of 1 to 5 faes in our database and 0
to zero faes.
To show how attention values are useful in identifying the image lus-
ters, we piked 100 images with 25 images for eah ategory suh as
buildings, portraits, group images and senaries. The sample set im-
ages from eah of those ategories is shown in gure 4.9 A, B, C and
D respetively. In the gure, IV represents Itti-Koh Stati Attention
value, FA represents Fae Attention value, SIFT represents Sale In-
variant Feature value and GV represents Group Attention value. The
attention values for eah of those ategories are shown (refer to g-
ure 4.8). It is noted that SIFT value is useful in identifying building
images, GV value in nding the group based images, FA in identify-
ing portraits and IV in nding the salieny regions based on ognition
system. Also, it is noted that fae attention value is higher than
group based attention value though they are based on faial informa-
tion. This is due to fators suh as size of the fae deteted, number
of faes and position of the fae whether it is at enter or at orner
ends of the image. Though it is seen that IV does not have peak val-
ues signiantly, it aids the system in retaining ognition based visual
information suh as brightness of the pixels assoiated with salieny
regions.
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Attention values 
Images 
Buildings Portraits Group Images Scenaries 
IV
FA
SIFT
GV
Figure 4.8: Attention values for dierent image ategories
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   (A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
Figure 4.9: Sample image set from dierent image ategories
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(x1,y1) = (144,54)
(x2,y2) = (296,205)
Coordinate positions of face in an image 
Figure 4.10: Fae oordinate position
Figure 4.11: Group photo sample image
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Figure 4.12: SIFT points of an image
4.4 Performane
Average time for omputation:
The graph is plotted for eah of attention method vs average ompu-
tation time in gure 4.13. The time taken for alulation of Itti-Koh
region, SIFT points, FA (fae attention) and number of faes are 2355
se, 16588.6 se, 2200 se and 5249 se respetively.
Average time for omputation for RFB Query: The time taken
for 1R (First Round), 2R (Seond Round), 3R (Third Round) are
given as follows: We onduted 4 trials and the average run time for
1 R is 2.25 se, 2R is 1.45 se and 3R is .8 se. The average run time
is plotted as shown in the gure 4.14.
Average time for omputation of NIDs: For the sample 20 nid
images, the omputation time for nding non idential dupliates is 1
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10
3
(sec)
Figure 4.13: Average time for omputation Vs. Attention methods
Run time (sec)
Number of trials 
Figure 4.14: Runtime for omputation of RFB
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hrs 01 min i.e 3660 se.
Conlusion: Thus, the following observations are made from the per-
formane study.
 The feature omputation is time-onsuming and hene needs to
be done oine,
 Pre-omputation leads to aeptable runtime performane and
 The omputation for NID is also time-onsuming.
4.5 User Study
We have olleted a data-set of 2023 images (a ombination of per-
sonal olletions and downloaded pitures from Flikr). To assess our
system, we performed subjetive analysis of our system through a user
study. The aim of the user study is to understand the synergy between
people expetations, need and the real time experiene that the system
gives. We prepared a questionaire that aims at judging the image qual-
ity attribute via subjetive sores ranging from 1 whih is minimum
to 7 whih is maximum. The questionaire is shown in Appendies.
Experiment 1: In the rst user study, twenty three human subjets
partiipated and are asked seven questions as shown in the questionaire
pertaining to quality attributes of our system as well as Flikr. The
users are asked to give IAQ (Image Attribute Quality) sore ranging
from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest) purely based on the attributes suh as
a) enjoyability b) surprise ) aesthetis d) desirability e) RFB quality
f) RFB usefulness and g) ease of use et. Eah user is given a gift as
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Table 4.2: User Study Results: Part I
System IQA1 IQA2 IQA3 IQA4 IQA5 IQA6 IQA7
Flikr 4.5 4.4 4.9 4.3 N/A 5.5 5.4
EChroniles 4.7 3.9 5.2 4.8 4.8 5.2 6.3
a token of appreiation for spending his/her time in the survey. The
user study I results are provided in table 4.2.
IQA1 - Enjoyability IQA2 - Surprise IQA3 - Aesthetis IQA4 - De-
sirability IQA5 - RFB Quality IQA6 - RFB usefulness IQA7 - ease
of use.
Experiment 2: In the seond user study, ten subjets partiipated
and are asked same set of 7 questions. The dierene is that the user
is shown random number of images without relevane feedbak (query
analysis and retrieval) omponent. To be fair, we informed the user
that relevane feedbak is available but it atually was non-funtional
in the system and the user study is subsequently made to nd image
attribute quality. The user study results for our system with and
without relevane feedbak are as seen in table 4.3.
Disussion: Soial network analysis (as used in Flikr) is useful in
nding interesting photos for most people in a large group. However,
it does not imply a personalized interest. It is interesting to note that
both of the results for Flikr as well as EChronile Attention system
are omparable. It an be noted that interest an be at a personal level
or a generi level. The former strategy has been used in EChronile
Attention system while later in Flikr. The study results from table
4.2 revealed that surprise is higher for Flikr than our system. This
we understand to be orret sine Flikr has wide variety of olletions
of unique images marked as interesting. Also this is true sine it is
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not based on ontent based proessing and hene likely of having less
redundant information (similiar kind of pitures i.e obtained via rel-
evane feedbak in our ehronile attention system). A ontent based
methodology ombined with RFB (as used by our system) an provide
omparable performane to soial network analysis. People valued the
utility of RFB. RFB Quality (sore sale 4.8 out of 7). Aesthetis and
enjoyability in EChronile attention system is high due to
(a) Attention features
(b) RFB (Relevane feedbak mehanism)
People valued the utility of RFB. Personalized interest an be ahieved
via a Relevane Feedbak mehanism. Bottom up approah + top
down (pseudo-relevane feedbak) methodology is deployed for esti-
mating user's interestingness. Soial network analysis is better for
surprise. Use of multiple attention features an inrease the variety of
user's interestingness whih an be aptured. Soial network analysis
+ attention features would be better. But the enjoyability and aesthet-
is are slightly higher for our attention system than Flikr. However, it
is to be noted that about half of our dataset omes from Flikr. Thus,
the potential reasons we believe for this slightly higher value is due
to relevane feedbak mehanism and salieny features. This is also
onrmed with the RFB usefulness sore. However, people ranked the
quality of RFB as 4.8 in the sale out of 7. This is basially the user
intention sore. Overall our system is able to apture user intention
as indiated by the sore for RFB quality.
The desirability is higher with RFB than without RFB. This is also
higher when ompared with Flikr as it an be seen in the rst user
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Table 4.3: User Study Results: Part II
System IQA1 IQA2 IQA3 IQA4 IQA5 IQA6 IQA7
EChronile (without RFB) 2.9 4.3 3.8 3.1 1.9 2.2 6.1
EChronile (with RFB) 4.7 3.9 5.2 4.8 4.8 5.2 6.3
IQA Index 
IQA Score 
Figure 4.15: Results: User Study EChronile Attention System Vs. Flikr
study. This shows that people do like to have images based on atten-
tion features and relevane feedbak mehanism.
The study reveals the importane of RFB usefulness as 5.5 out of sale
7 in Flikr. The users are asked to give RFB usefulness sore based
on how useful the system would be if RFB is used in the system.
RFB usefulness refers to the extent to whih RFB would be useful in
the Flikr. Surprise, whih is dened as unexpetedness in terms of
quality, may not arise when there is redundany of information. The
interestingness in the sense of surprise an be inreased by removing
non idential dupliates while still retaining the intention of the user.
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IQA Index 
IQA Score 
Figure 4.16: Results: User Study EChronile Attention with and without
RFB
4.6 Illustration of Non Idential Dupliate De-
tetion
We disussed how surprise an be inreased by removing Non-Idential
Dupliates (refer to example 3 of setion 2.2). Though Relevane feed-
bak and NIDs (Non-Idential Dupliates) are at odds with eah other,
we try to remove the NIDs suh that surprise is inreased while user in-
tention is maintained. For example, onsider the senario as mentioned
in third example of setion 2.2 . As the relevane feedbak proess goes
on, the images fall under one of the mentioned attention ategories and
given the assumption people selet images either belonging to sene,
people or group based ategory, the images move towards the lus-
ter. Now, we would show the utility of SIFT method in deteting non
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idential dupliates. As introdued in setion 2.4, non idential images
are not exatly similiar but almost similiar, (for example refer gure
4.17). Here, one an notie that the number of key points in image
a) AkanshaPranjal1.jpg and image b) AkanshaPranjal2.jpg are 14468
and 10079 keypoints and the math between them is 490 sine they are
NIDs. However, if one onsider the image Pradeep.jpg whih has 18785
keypoints and the image AkanshaPranjal2.jpg, number of mathes be-
tween them is as less as 5. Thus it an be inferred that the number
of mathes between NID pairs is high whereas for non-NID pairs, it is
signiantly less. We have examined the eÆay of SIFT method in
deteting the non idential dupliates of videos [64℄. An sample image
with sale invariant points has been shown in gure 4.10.
Now, we we will show how NID metri varies for NID images and
non-NID images.
Though there are many NID images available in our dataset, we have
onsidered 10 pairs of images to demonstrate the NID utility (refer
gure 4.20). The NID metri is obtained by the equation 3.5 as dis-
ussed in setion 3.3. The NID metri has been plotted for our sample
dataset as shown in gure 4.18 and 4.19. The peak value represents
the highest math sore between the images. The diagonal represents
the NID metri obtained between the image pairs (1; 1), (2; 2).. up to
(20; 20) respetively. The key point values and the mathes obtained
between orresponding key points are given in the table 4.4.
In the table 4.4, the pairs (1; 2), (3; 4), (5; 6), (7; 8) and (9; 10) are NID
pairs.
Now, we would provide the onlusions and futurework in the last
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(a) AkanshaPranjal1.jpg 
P1 = 14468 
m = 490 (b) AkanshaPranjal2.jpg 
P2 = 10079 
(a) AkanshaPranjal1.jpg 
P1 = 14468 
(b)Pradeep.jpg 
P2 = 18785 
m = 5
Figure 4.17: Mathing NIDs and Non-NIDs using SIFT
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Table 4.4: SIFT mathes for NIDS : Sample Images
NID image index pair Keypoints1 Keypoints2 Mathes
1,1 420 420 420
1,2 420 406 10
1,3 420 21 1
1,4 420 21 0
1,5 420 300 4
2,2 406 406 406
2,3 406 21 1
2,4 406 21 0
3,3 21 21 21
3,4 21 21 4
3,5 21 300 1
3,6 21 311 0
3,7 21 194 0
3,8 21 225 0
4,4 21 21 21
4,5 21 300 0
5,5 300 300 300
5,6 300 311 117
6,6 311 311 311
6,7 311 194 1
7,7 194 194 194
7,8 194 225 9
8,8 225 225 225
8,9 225 394 1
9,9 394 394 394
9,10 394 286 92
9,11 394 555 0
10,10 286 286 286
10,11 286 555 0
10,12 286 682 0
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NID 
metric 
Image Set1 Index Image Set2 Index 
Figure 4.18: NID metri for sample image set
1..............20
1
.
.
20
Figure 4.19: NID metri matrix
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(a1) (a2) (b1) (b2)
(c1) (c2) (d1) (d2)
(e1) (e2) (f1) (f2)
(g1) (g2) (h1) (h2)
(i1) (i2) (j1) (j2)
Figure 4.20: NID Images in our dataset
hapter5.
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Chapter 5
Conlusion and Future
Work
5.1 Summary
In this work, we have proposed a framework for nding \interest-
ing" images by deploying visual attention and feedbak mehanism.
We implemented a system known as \EChroniles Attention system"
based on the proposed framework. EChroniles Attention system is
an integration of attention models and a pseudo relevane feedbak
mehanism.
 Sine interesting objets are often attended to by human be-
ings, we built a system based on visual attention features.
 Sine interestingness also depends on his/her own interpretation
and his/her aumulation of experiene, we obtained the nees-
sary information by asking user itself what he needs by a relevane
feedbak.
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The attention models deployed in the system are suh as Itti-Koh
salieny attention model for nding bottom up salieny attention value,
fae entri attention model for nding whether fae is at entre, group
based attention model for nding whether user is interested in more
number of faes, and SIFT based attention model for nding images
that have sale invariant feature points.
The limitations of this work inlude:
(a) limited number of visual attention ues, for example urrent model
only onsiders sene based, group based, fae based and itti-koh
based attention values. As disussed earlier, the system is xed
with attention features but dynamially hanges based on how
user selets the images.
(b) simple query analysis and retrieval part to identify how top down
approah an be used. The idea is to use user's information to
identify user's interest information.
() a relatively small database of 2023 images was used.
A relevane feedbak method is adopted based on the feature weights
obtained from seleted images. For evaluation purposes, we onduted
an user study and it is ompared with Flikr (whih atually intro-
dued the notion of interestingness) in terms of our own interestingness
quality attributes. The attributes that we onsider for dening inter-
estingness notion are a) interpretation and experiene, b) surprise, )
beauty, d) aesthetis and e) desirability.
Our omparison with Flikr is entered around the above mentioned
interestingness attributes. From the user study results, it is inferred
that ombination of attention features and relevane feedbak meh-
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anism is better for showing \interesting" images rather than using
any adho methodology. We propose a new appliation using a novel
ombination of attention models and relevane feedbak mehanism to
identify \user interest" of images.
The soial network analysis would be better hoie if higher value of
surprise attribute needs to be obtained. Also, interestingness in the no-
tion of surprise an be aptured by removing non idential dupliates
aording to Bayesian surprise theory. The idea is that when there is
no information redundany, surprise might be high. Thus as a whole,
in this researh work, we investigated whether ontent based interest-
ingness oupled with relevane feedbak mehanism would be useful
or not. Typially, this is ahieved by an user study on our system with
and with out having relevane feedbak. We nally onlude that by
using both attention features and relevane feedbak mehanism, user
interest an be identied in an even better manner.
5.2 Reommendations for Future work
One possible diretion of future work ould be extending our frame-
work to handle ombination of both soial network analysis and our
methodology. In terms of framework itself, the system is xed with
predened attention features while it an adapt and learn the environ-
ment. The other potential attention features whih ould over other
aspets of user interest an be explored. Fae reognition an be done
to nd the exat person and then searh for interestingness with in
that luster or groupings. A more omprehensive user study an be
performed on a realistially sized database.
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Appendix
Part 1: User Study for EChroniles Attention System:
Please irle the sale 1-7 for the following questions
1. How will you rate the system in terms of enjoyability? Ehroniles
Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is less enjoyable and 7 is highly enjoyable
2. Can you rate the system in terms of surprise (unexpetedness in terms
of quality)?
Ehroniles Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is low surprise and 7 is highly surprise
3. How will you rate the system in terms of beauty/aesthetis (*sensory
emotional values) while browsing the system?
Ehroniles Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is low on aesthetis and 7 is high on aesthetis
4. How will you rate the system in terms of desirability ?
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Ehroniles Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is low desirability and 7 is high desirability
5. How well does the relevane feedbak proess work?
Ehroniles Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is very bad and 7 is extremely well
6. How useful is the Relevane feedbak in the system?
Ehroniles Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is useless and 7 is very useful
7. How easy is the system to use?
Ehroniles Attention System
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is very diÆult and 7 is very easy
* - modern aesthetis attribute (refer: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aesthetis)
Part 2: User study for Flikr:
1. How will you rate the system in terms of enjoyability?
Flikr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is less enjoyable and 7 is highly enjoyable
2. Can you rate the system in terms of surprise (unexpetedness in terms
of quality)?
Flikr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is low surprise and 7 is highly surprise
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3. How will you rate the system in terms of beauty/aesthetis( sensory
emotional values) while browsing the system?
Flikr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is low on aesthetis and 7 is high on aesthetis
4. How will you rate the system in terms of desirability ?
Flikr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is low desirability and 7 is high desirability
5. Do you think RFB will be useful to have in Flikr?
Flikr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is useless and 7 is highly useful
6. How easy is the system to use?
Flikr 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
where 1 is not easy and 7 is extremely easy
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